
NOKIAS BRANDING STRATEGY

Once a market leader in mobile phones, Nokia has decreased market share in recent times due to a number of reasons
including underestimating the.

Through building its brand image, it managed to poke holes at the Apple fan following, leveraging product
superiority to convert users and gain considerable market-share. Nokia now has the opportunity to change the
narrative and start telling the story of the future. There is a significant gap between Nokia and startups, which
makes it difficult to compete against Nokia. They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we
don't waste time removing every error. A smart move for the brand to gain a strong foundation before the
arrival of other competitors. Read More. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the
anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. In the past Nokia has relied
heavily on its ability to innovateâ€”it is a strong technology company. To protect the anonymity of
contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays. The brand failed to
become a platform and was only capable of preserving a niche audience. Sustaining growth Getting back into
the market with full force requires a long-term investment. Because Nokia's strengths are so well- understood
by its competitors, they are well-targeted and improved upon. Together it works hard to anticipate risk,
demonstrate company values, enhance its governance practices, increase employee satisfaction and look after
the communities where it does business. Why might this happen? The disruptive innovation that Apple had
been known for is now incremental. It is the existing brand equity that is protecting the halo of Apple, but
without fuelling this equity with credible supply of newness, this equity will erode with time. It must introduce
a new mindset to NCE; a strategic shift that encourages customer service and international marketing. We'll
take a look right away. Nokia cannot rely solely on its heritage and nostalgia to win. Nokia's tie to operators
has kept its products solidly in consumers' view. Unfortunately, brand equity does not hinge on performance
â€” it takes time for people to change their perceptions. For more information on choosing credible sources for
your paper, check out this blog post. Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more
information. The category's history is telling and the next chapter in the brand's history will either be a stellar
case-study in brand building, or a lesson on what to avoid. Second, Nokia needs the leadership to demonstrate
not assert that it can turn the hard into the possible. Learnings from Apple prove this. First, Nokia needs to
power up the brand strategy, "Connecting People," that's perfect for the lower-end smartphones market.


